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3.1 LEARNING OUTCOMES

To think over the relevance of the images in the societies of nowadays.-

To think about  the ways of seeing the world through images, designing educative strategies for improving the capacities 

of  children in the act of seeing and understanding images.

-

To develop positive and creative attitudes through audiovisual  resources.-

To think about the formative uses of films and images in the study of  Human Societies, considering  its peculiarities  

and its problems.

-

To design useful educative strategies and activities, based upon films and images, for enlightening the children in their  

construction of a social consciousness.

-

4. OBJECTIVES

To develop  a critic way of thinking through images, using  films as a privileged tool towards the  enrichment  of  

knowledge.

To strength the consciousness in our students  about  the invaluable possibilities provided by the films  for increasing their 

cultural capital, mainly  under  pedagogical  purposes.

To be aware about the singularities of the Cinema as a synthetic  art based upon  many different sources and cultural 

arguments.

To promote and to valuate most of the peculiarities which distinguish Cinema as a privileged tool for education, in the 

frame of the audiovisual culture as a whole.

To think about how the Education in the Ways of Seeing provides useful  arguments and knowledge, as well as many other  

ideas, feelings and emotions.

To think about how the Education in the Ways of Seeing provides knowledge and develops a critical thinking,   meanwhile 

it enlightens a democratic and universal diffusion of knowledge.

6. COURSE ORGANIZATION

CONTENTS

1 Cinema and Audiovisual Society:

I. Education in the Ways of Seeing under the Society of Knowledge.  

II. Cinema and the Didactics of Social Sciences.

III. Considering  a course on Education in the Ways of Seeing: General principles.

2 The Art of the Thinking Forms:

I. General principles on Audiovisual Education.  

II. The Infinite School: Audiovisual Language and its educative and cultural possibilities. 

III. To read, to  think and to communicate through images.

3 New Audiovisual Languages:

I. The metamorphosis of the big stories: contemporary myths and tales.

II. Good practices for television and children. 

III. The power of publicity.

4 Cinema, Emotional Education and Creativity:

I. The Desired Cinema: Why does films stimulate our creativity?

II. An invitation to See: How does films stimulate our creativity?

III. The Cinema and the Dream Environment: Freedom for create.

IV. Six (film) hats for thinking.
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7. ASSESSMENT METHODS AND CRITERIA

Description Type Final Eval. Reassessment

A personal work of lecture, interpretation and 

comment.

 40,00 Work Yes Yes

A personal work of research, interpretation and 

evaluation about the main goals.

 40,00 Work No Yes

Cooperative work. Participation in the classroom 

and in the tutorial classes.

 20,00 Others No Yes

 100,00 TOTAL

Observations

EXAM

While making the writing exam, all the students will be allowed for using their personal materials, written and organized 

by themselves all along the course.

Moreover, the Board of the Faculty of Education has approved the following agreements related to orthography, plagiarism 

and citation rules:

ORTHOGRAPHY

We understand that all the university students have developed language skills in relation to oral and written expression. It 

is therefore an essential duty to respect and maintain the adequate use of the orthographic rules, including accents and 

punctuation, as well as the grammatical and lexical adequacy, in all the works and tests as an essential condition to pass 

the subject.

PLAGIARISM

In case of fraudulent conduct (plagiarism) of the evaluation tests, the qualification will be adjusted with the provisions of 

Article 54.1 of the Rules of Evaluation Processes at the University of Cantabria: 'The fraudulent procedures in any test or 

in any evaluation activities will deserve an automatic qualification of  '0' in the subject”.

CITATION RULES

APA citation rules as a criterion for all academic work are assumed. Although these rules have different editions, as an 

initial reference we suggest to use the following citation link of the BUC:

http://www.buc.unican.es/node/9388/

Observations for part-time students

The assessment procedure for the partial - time students who do not attend regularly to the classes will consist of an 

examination and / or the elaboration of jobs demanded by the teacher, on the date established by the Faculty for the 

examination. Those students who regularly attend to the classes will need to pass the same assessment that all the 

students.
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